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What is Grammar?

Grammar is the system and 

structure of a language.

The rules of grammar help us 

decide the order we put words in 

and which form of a word to use.



Grammar teaching is statutory



Grammar for Writing (DfE, p.7)

Statutory Document 

“…the purpose of teaching grammar is not simply the naming of parts of speech, nor 

is it to provide arbitrary rules for ‘correct’ English. 

It is about making children aware of key grammatical principles and their effects, to 

increase the range of choices open to them when they write.”



What does Alex know about grammar?



Let’s go through how at South Hill we 

teach the grammar we need to succeed

Dear Earth –

Isobel Otter

Teaching grammar through a book to build on 

teaching through reading, writing and speaking( 

Oracy)



EYFS Framework 

Conversation

Story Telling

Role play

Oracy- Adults model

the standard English



Building Grammar Yr 1

Where are they going ?

Grandpa had been an 

explorer once. He had 

seen many wondrous 

things and loved to tell 

Tessa about his 

adventures. 

- Introduction of the 

conjunction “ and”

- Capital Letters.

- Question mark 



Building Grammar- Year 2

Expanded noun phrase- deep oceans

Commas in lists  Grandpa saw mountains, trees and rivers. 

Similes- swim like a turtle, as huge as a whale

Past progressive tense- was

Conjunction- because

Apostrophe to mark missing letters in a spelling- I’d 



Building Grammar- Year 3

-Conjunctions of time-

When the bears go 

fishing, I ‘d watch

-Paragraphs are 

introduced

-Use of inverted 

commas to punctuate 

direct speech.( Not 

called speech marks)



Building Grammar- Year 4
- Apostrophe for regular 

and irregular plurals-I 

would join in with the 

monkeys’ screeching 

hullabaloo

- Fronted adverbials 

followed by a 

comma…One day, I …

- Dialogue( new speaker 

new line)

- Standard English forms 

for verb inflections 

instead of local spoken 

forms (for example)we 

were instead of we was, 

or I did instead of I done 

it. 



Building grammar- Year 5

You have a spine of 

mountains that tower 

over everything…. 

Relative clauses

-I would certainly dive 

into your waterfalls- so 

cool and refreshing- and 

float in the blue lagoons.

Dashes/ brackets and 

parenthesis for meaning )

Adverbs of possibility/ 

modal verbs - would 

certainly dive



Building grammar – year 6
Pictures were painted in Tessa’s 

mind- passive voice

Use of hyphen to avoid ambiguity

I saw the super, bright flamingos

I saw the super- bright flamingos. 

Mr Harper had a funny smelling fish 

or Mr Harper had a funny- smelling 

fish?

Use of semi colon and ellipsis 

Grandpa says that humans have 

hurt you; we can heal you too. 

Use of subjunctive- If we were to 

share this message…



Grammar starters at South Hill

Year 1 and 2



Year 3 and 4



Year 5



Year 6



Parents- supporting your child

 Discuss language in speech and in texts

 Shared writing- letter of thanks, postcards, Santa 

list!

 Share real examples  

 Make limited use of exercises

 Make collections

 Play games!

 Please read grammar corner every week in the 

newsletter.

 Link reading and grammar. Visit the library!



Any Questions????

We are all part of your child’s learning 

journey


